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Abstract

The number of video surveillance cameras has increased
by a large amount in recent years. There is therefore a need
to process the captured videos such that human operators
can quickly review the activities recorded by a camera over
a long period of time. We propose in this paper an approach
for producing video summaries, an abbreviated video pre-
serving the important elements of interest. We introduce
a dataset as well as three evaluation metrics for quantify-
ing the performance of a video summary with respect to
compression length, the amount of activity retained and the
amount of activity that is packed into each frame of the sum-
mary.

1. Introduction
The amount of video surveillance cameras deployed in

private premises and public places is in a continual progres-
sion. The estimated number of cameras currently in op-
eration is at more than 200, 000, 0001. They all together
produce more than 10 million GB of video data per week.
Although considerable progress has been achieved in au-
tomated content-based video interpretation, there is still a
need for humans (security guards, police officers, etc...) to
look at the content of recorded videos. Visual analysis of
video data can be time consuming and prone to errors af-
ter long hours of observations. Effective solutions that can
facilitate this laborious task are therefore of great interest.

This paper studies the problem of automatic video sum-
marization from surveillance cameras. A video summary
is an abbreviated video which preserves the important el-
ements of the original video while removing the spatio-
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temporal segments which are not of interest. We assume
here that a scene composed of a number of moving objects
is observed from a fixed camera.

In order to be relevant, a video summary must adhere to
a number of requirements. First, spatial locations and tra-
jectories of objects must not be modified. Second, rules of
occlusions must be applied (eg: closer objects should oc-
clude those which are farther away). Third, temporal order-
ing must remain unchanged. That is in a shortened version
of a video, even if the timing between objects apparition is
changed, the order in which they appear should remain as in
the original video. Fourth, the speed at which objects move
should not be altered or, at least, not too greatly exagger-
ated. Failure to adhere to these guidelines may drastically
change the way a video event is interpreted.

When a temporal sequence of images is viewed as a 3D
data structure [7], the moving foreground objects form 3D
spatio-temporal shapes, sometimes called tublets. These
spatio-temporal objects can then be manipulated indepen-
dently from the background sequence in order to produce an
interpretable synopsis. The approach presented in this pa-
per therefore aims at producing compact video summaries
by extracting the trajectories of each object of interest and
optimizing their arrangement in the video summary. The
main contributions of this paper are listed below:

1. A method for obtaining spatio-temporal trajectories
with static objects and adaptive motion acceleration by
combining background subtraction, optical flow and
pixel clustering.

2. A new approach to video summarization based on tem-
poral reduction that uses a “Tetris-like” strategy.

3. New evaluation measures and a benchmark dataset
with labelled ground truth for quantifying the quality
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of a video summary based on the length of the video
summary and the amount of “activity pixels” retained
from the original video.

The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 provides a survey of related works. Section 3 de-
tails our proposed approach for producing a video summary.
Section 4 goes over the dataset used and our newly proposed
evaluation criterion for evaluating video summaries. Sec-
tion 5 provides the results of our evaluation and discusses
the merits of our approach. Finally, concluding remarks are
given in Section 6.

2. Related Works

Video summarization algorithms can be classified into
three categories: fast forwarding, key frame selection and
frame re-composition.

2.1. Fast forwarding

The fast forwarding algorithms compute a video sum-
mary based on skipping frames in fixed or adaptive intervals
[17][10][12]. In a fixed frame skipping scheme, significant
portions of the video can become unnoticeable or can even
be lost if the skip interval becomes too large. Yeung and
Yeo [17] use video analysis to create its pictorial summary
which is a collection of important segments of the video that
are arranged in time order. In [10], Nam and Tewfik pro-
pose an approach where the local sampling rate is directly
proportional to the amount of visual activity. Petrovic et al.,
in [12], use a learning approach to define what is impor-
tant and adapt the playback speed accordingly. The video
is played at a higher speed when the video content has low
interest; when frames are considered important the video
playback rate drops.

2.2. Key frame selection

Key frame selection methods are algorithms based on
identifying the most meaningful frames in a sequence.
The video summary can then be built by extracting sub-
sequences around the key frames which are then concate-
nated together. The way frames are selected need to be de-
fined and adapted for each application. Oh et al. [11] show
several methods to do this selection; they propose motion-
based selection, object-based selection or cluster-based se-
lection. Gong and Liu [4] used Singular Value Decomposi-
tion (SVD) to compute a slide show video summary. In [8],
Laganière et al. use spatio-temporal interest points in order
to identify the key segments of a video. Key frame selection
does not preserve the temporal continuity and thus contex-
tual information is sometimes lost.

2.3. Frame re-composition

Frame re-composition approaches construct video sum-
maries by selecting relevant spatio-temporal segments and
combining them into a new spatio-temporal scene. The in-
tegrity of each individual frame is not preserved as in the
two previous approaches. Pritch et al. have published sev-
eral different methods that follow this approach. In [15],
they condensate a video by showing several actions simul-
taneously, even if they originally occurred at different times.
When an object is too slow, they played multiple dynamic
instances of a moving object simultaneously. In [14], they
add an index into the original video by pointing to the orig-
inal time of each activity. An online conversion process
takes the video stream and translates it into a database of ob-
jects and activities. Finally a response phase generates the
video synopsis based on the user’s query. In [13], they com-
bine action recognition with video summarization to cope
with the fact that, while effective, the simultaneous display
of multiple activities may produce confusing summaries. A
new methodology for the generation of short and coherent
video summaries is presented, based on the clustering of
similar activities. Clustered synopsis is also suitable for ef-
ficient creation of ground truth data. More recently, Huang
et al. proposed in [5] an approach for video synopsis by for-
mulating the problem as a maximum a posteriori probabil-
ity (MAP) estimation problem. The positions and frames of
the objects are chronologically rearranged without requir-
ing knowledge of their complete trajectories. The MAP es-
timation is used to decide the temporal locations of newly
detected foreground objects.

Other approaches exist based on an adaptive version of
seam carving, a content aware image resizing algorithm. In-
stead of using this algorithm for spatial reduction, it is used
to obtain a temporal reduction. In [9], Li’s et al. present
the ribbon carving which iteratively suppressed continuous
spatio-temporal seams and combine together widely sepa-
rated dynamic events. This approach has some limitations
when the speed of the objects becomes too high or when
multiple objects are moving at different speeds and/or di-
rections. In [2], Décombas et al., propose an alternative to
solve these problems. They first define the seams that can
be suppressed and a spatio-temporal constraint to limit, but
not eliminate, the temporal artifacts that could appear.

3. Proposed Approach

Our approach is based on frame re-composition and fol-
lows the video synopsis strategy introduced by Pritch et al.
[14] [13]. We consider a video sequence with frame dimen-
sions of (X,Y ) and length T as a “video cube” with dimen-
sions (X,Y, T ) as in [7]. To robustly and precisely extract
the relevant spatio-temporal trajectories (Section 3.1) in the
video we combined a background subtractor [6], dense op-



tical flow [3] and a clustering algorithm. These trajectories
form spatio-temporal tublets that can be independently ma-
nipulated to produce a short video summary obtained by
minimizing the space between these 3D shapes (Section
3.2). More precisely, we use projections of the tublets over
video cube planes to condense the trajectories. This allows
several objects from different time frames to be seen at the
same time. As slow objects and static objects can increase
the length of the video summary by reducing the free space
for other objects, we reshape the corresponding long tublets
by applying an adaptive motion acceleration for each tra-
jectory (Section 3.1.4). A time label can be added to each
object highlighting the original time frame. Fig. 1 illus-
trates the video summary construction process. The rest of
this section will describe each component of our approach
in detail.

3.1. Building spatio-temporal trajectories

This subsection details the main steps in our method for
building spatio-temporal trajectories. First we detect the
foreground objects in each frame (Section 3.1.1). Note that
while the detection and handling of static objects is a part of
building the spatio-temporal trajectories, our approach for
handling this class of objects is described in Section 3.1.3.
Second we associate each of these foreground object de-
tections in consecutive frames through a sliding temporal
window (Section 3.1.2). Finally collision management is
required to ensure that the trajectories are coherent and not
occluded (Section 3.1.5).

3.1.1 Detecting foreground objects

In order to detect and segment all of the moving foreground
objects, a combination of background subtraction [6], dense
optical flow [3] and a clustering algorithm is utilized. The
clustering of optical flow vectors separates pixels which are
moving in different directions while background subtraction
separates pixels spatially. The fusion of these two is then a
set of pixel groups which represent foreground object de-
tections.

To separate pixels using the dense optical flow output,
we modified a general data clustering algorithm known as
gravitational clustering [1]. This algorithm takes as input a
set of n data points in d dimensions and initially treats each
data point as a separate cluster. Two points, pi and pj , are
randomly selected and moved closer together according to
the force of gravity. If pi and pj are within a threshold Eu-
clidean distance then they are considered to be in the same
cluster. This act of selecting two points and moving them
closer is repeated until all n data points have been selected.
When all n data points have moved, then one iteration of
the clustering algorithm is completed. Over k iterations the
final clusters are extracted. We modified the algorithm to

use the angular distance rather than the Euclidean distance
for moving data points and determining if two data points
(pixels in our case) should be considered as being part of the
same cluster. In this case each pixel can then be represented
as a polar coordinate (θ,m) where θ is the flow direction
and m is the flow magnitude. By plotting these points on
the perimeter of a circle centered about the origin, the an-
gular distance between two points is found through the in-
ner product. Moving points towards each other can then be
thought of as moving along the perimeter of the circle.

Once we have a set of pixel groups from the clustering of
dense optical flow, these pixel groups are further subdivided
by the output from the background subtraction. Since the
background subtraction can provide us with groups of pixels
which are spatially separated, it will divide a group of pixels
which are all moving in the same direction spatially. The
final result is a set of pixel groups each of which represents
a moving foreground object in the current frame.

3.1.2 Foreground object association

A sliding temporal window of k frames was used to asso-
ciate detected objects in consecutive frames with each other
thus building a spatio-temporal trajectory for a single active
object in the input video sequence. An association is made
once a detected object has been matched against the last
known detection from each trajectory which has a moving
object (i.e.: trajectories with static objects are excluded) and
the pixel overlap between them is greater than a threshold.
Once a trajectory no longer has any active object detections
associated with it within the sliding temporal window, it is
marked for further inspection to determine if the tracked ob-
ject has become static (see Section 3.1.3) or out of frame.
In the latter case the trajectory is marked as completed if it
is longer than a given number of frames. The former case is
handled by the method described in Section 3.1.3.

3.1.3 Managing static objects

When foreground objects stop moving before exiting a
scene they become “static objects”. That is, they are ob-
jects which are still of interest for summarization but do
not move and thus our method of detecting foreground ob-
jects in Section 3.1.1 will not suffice. In order to detect
these static objects a background is defined from the last
frame with no foreground objects (static or otherwise). As
noted in the object association phase (Section 3.1.2), a tra-
jectory, t, with no additional foreground objects associated
with it appears to have either become a static object or has
exited the scene. To detect if t has become a static object
we do a pixel-wise difference between the padded bounding
box of the last known location of the foreground object and
the background. If a large number of pixels differ from the



(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 1. Illustration of our video summary construction. (a) Original video as a 3D structure. (b) Frames with (grey) and without (red)
activity pixels. (c) Construction of three spatio-temporal tublets (blue, orange and green). (d) Summarize video.

background pixels, the object is defined as static. Further-
more, this static object must correlate to the trajectory t as
this check is only performed when there are no longer any
new active foreground objects matching the trajectory. The
pixel-wise difference test is performed on every frame until
the object moves outside the padded bounding box where
the method in Section 3.1.1 applies once more.

3.1.4 Accelerating trajectories

Adaptive motion acceleration of the output trajectories was
applied to increase the speed of slow moving objects with-
out much loss to intelligibility. This was accomplished by
determining the mean speed of the active objects. Since
static objects have no motion, they are accelerated by keep-
ing every N th frame. In our experiments we have choosen
N = 10. Note that fast forwarding is only applied to the
frames when only the static objects are visible as we would
like to minimize the loss of intelligibility. Thus if any active
objects cross the static object or if the static object becomes
active again, the previous method of acceleration applies.

3.1.5 Handling collisions

One final consideration is required before the complete set
of spatio-temporal trajectories can be used as the 3D shapes
of the summarization algorithm. When two (or more) ob-
jects enter the scene, cross paths and exit the scene a deci-
sion must be made: treat all these objects together as one
spatio-temporal trajectory (ie: merge these objects) or treat
each object as a separate spatio-temporal trajectory. The
former was chosen as the latter results in trajectories where
the occluded object will only be partially visible. This deci-
sion results in large spatio-temporal trajectories in the case
of a scene with a large number of crossing objects and thus
the summary may not be as optimal. In essence, we trade
improved visualization and ease of understanding at the cost
of a potentially longer summary.

3.2. Summarization

After having obtained all the trajectories, we recombined
them based on their spatio-temporal projection on the video

(a) (b)
Figure 2. Temporal reduction from the projections of object tra-
jectories onto the (x, t) plane. (a) Original video with two objects
and their projections onto the (x, t) and (y, t) planes with ∆ as the
temporal distance. (b) Summarization obtained by shrinking ∆.

cube planes (x, y), (x, t) and (y, t). Each trajectory is first
projected on the (x, y) plane and brought as close as possi-
ble to the already integrated projections of the trajectories in
the (x, y) plane. This allows multiple objects from different
spatio-temporal locations whose trajectories never cross (in
both space and time) to be seen at the same time. Multi-
ple objects who follow similar trajectories at different time
frames produce collisions on the (x, y) plane. To handle
these collisions we project those trajectories onto the (x, t)
plane and then bring them as close as possible temporally
(see Fig. 2). The same is done for the (y, t) plane. This
results in objects from different time frames appearing one
after another. Textual information detailing the timestamp
of the object in the original video can be added in the sum-
mary to help the user understand the final summary. Fi-
nally any trajectories which were accelerated can be identi-
fied through a different timestamp color to inform the user
that acceleration of the object has taken place. To further
decrease the length of a video summary overlaps between
the spatio-temporal trajectories of objects are allowed. The
precise amount of overlap is controlled through a threshold
representing the percentage of overlap allowed between the
projections of two trajectories.



4. Dataset and Evaluation
Objective evaluation of video summaries is difficult as

the quality of a summary is inherently subjective. This sec-
tion introduces new evaluation metrics (Section 4.2) that
can be used for estimating the quality of a summary. These
measures aim at evaluating how well a given video sum-
mary captures the relevant activities in a surveillance video.
In this paper, the experimental evaluation is performed on a
dataset of surveillance videos for which appropriate ground-
truth annotations have been added (Section 4.1).

4.1. Dataset

To validate and compare the efficiency of our approach
with traditional methods, a database of five sequences each
accompanied with a manually created binary mask of all
the activity pixels in the corresponding sequence is intro-
duced 2. shows for each sequence an example of the original
sequences and the binary mask associated with them. Ta-
ble 1 summarizes the basic information (name, dimensions,
frame rate, total length, number of foreground objects and
brief descriptions of features present) of each sequence.

4.2. Evaluation Metrics

We define activity pixels as those which are important
and thus should be included in a video summary. These
activity pixels were identified through manual labelling of
the dataset described in Section 4.1. Listed below are our
proposed metrics and how they are measured:

Compression rate
This is simply the amount of reduction in video length
relative to the original video. It is defined as:

CR = 1− Lsummary

Loriginal
(1)

where CR is the compression rate, Lsummary is the
number of frames in the video summary and Loriginal

is the number of frames in the original video.

The CR is zero when the video summary has the exact
same length as the original video.

Activity recall
The total percentage (relative to the original) of ac-
tivity pixels which are visible in the final summary.
Simply counting the number of pixels in each trajec-
tory that intersect with the ground truth activity pixels
is insufficient since it is possible to have overlapping
trajectories in the video summary (Section 3.2). Thus
the activity pixels from overlapping trajectories should
only be counted once since a viewer cannot see two (or

2http://www.site.uottawa.ca/˜laganier/projects/
videosurv/summarization.html

more) overlapping pixels at the same time. This gives
us the following definition for activity recall (AR):

AR =
Pretained − Poverlap

Preference
(2)

where Pretained is the number of activity pixels
retained before summarization occurs, Poverlap is
the number of activity pixels which are overlapping
with other activity pixels in the video summary and
Preference is the total number of activity pixels in the
ground truth.

The AR ranges from zero to one where the value zero
implies that no activity pixels from the ground truth
were found in the video summary while the value one
implies that all activity pixels from the ground truth
were found in the video summary.

Activity density
The average percentage of a single frame that will be
filled with activity pixels. For example if 10% of all
the pixels in a video are activity pixels, then we would
expect that, on average, any given frame should have
10% of its pixels be activity pixels. A video summary
should have an increase in activity pixels per frame as
we are removing irrelevant frames and filling empty lo-
cations within other frames which might already con-
tain activity. We define activity density (AD) as fol-
lows:

AD =
Pretained

W ×H × L
(3)

where Pretained is defined as in the activity recall met-
ric,W andH are the width and height of the video and
L is the number of frames.

5. Results and Discussion
In this section we present our results through three differ-

ent perspectives: (1) summarization perception, (2) summa-
rization evaluation and (3) spatio-temporal trajectory build-
ing performance. In Section 5.1, the visualizations of the fi-
nal video summaries produced from our proposed approach
are presented and examined. In Section 5.2, we utilize the
evaluation measures defined in Section 4.2 to benchmark
how well our proposed approach performs. Finally in Sec-
tion 5.3 we examine the performance of our object tracker
defined in Section 3.1 which was used to build the spatio-
temporal trajectories.

5.1. Summarization perception

As noted in Section 4, how well a video summary cap-
tures and compresses information as well as the ease of un-
derstanding all actions in the summary is inherently subjec-
tive. While we have proposed some metrics in Section 4.2

http://www.site.uottawa.ca/~laganier/projects/videosurv/summarization.html
http://www.site.uottawa.ca/~laganier/projects/videosurv/summarization.html


ID Sequence name Dimensions FPS Length # of objects Descriptive features
A Cesta4 [16] 360× 288 25 0:49 min 12 Linear horizontal movement along

a road in both directions.
B Building 960× 540 24 4:20 min 5 Objects enter from center of video

frame. Movement is non-linear.
C BuildingStatic 480× 270 24 6:06 min 16 Same as Building sequence with ad-

dition of a static object with multi-
ple objects crossing it.

D Transitway1 480× 270 24 3:15 min 14 Diagonal movement along a road in
both directions. Background con-
tains some subtle movement.

E Transitway2 480× 270 24 2:50 min 16 Same as Transitway1 with addition
of overlapping objects.

Table 1. Basic information of each sequence in our dataset. A unique identifier is given for each sequence in the “ID” column which we
refer to in Section 5.2 and Fig. 6 when discussing our results.

Figure 3. Thumbnails of our dataset. Each column is a separate sequence. The top row is a single frame from a sequence and the bottom is
a single frame from the corresponding manual binary mask.

to reduce subjectivity, the analysis of the final result would
not be complete without some subjective discussion on the
results of our proposed approach. Fig. 4 and 5 visualize a
single frame in the final video summary of two sequences.

Fig. 4 is from a summarized Building sequence where
we can see multiple objects from different temporal loca-
tions in the original video (top row) that have been com-
bined in one frame (bottom row). Fig. 5 features two differ-
ent video summaries of the Transitway2 sequence. In Fig.
5a trajectories are allowed to overlap and the timestamps
are hidden while in Fig. 5b trajectories are not allowed
to overlap and the timestamps are displayed. In Fig. 5a
the overlapping trajectories results in all vehicle trajectories
(14 in total) played at once. From this example it is clear
that while allowing overlaps decreases the final length of
the video summary, the result is undesirable as the summary
becomes incomprehensible. While there are fewer objects
displayed in Fig. 5b than in Fig. 5a, we can visualize their
timestamps without damaging comprehension in addition to
being able to see each object separately in rapid succession.

Figure 4. A single frame in the video summary (bottom row) and
original frames for each object in the summary (top row) for the
Building sequence.

5.2. Summarization evaluation

Our proposed approach is compared with three dif-
ferent fast forwarding approaches which will be denoted



(a)

(b)
Figure 5. A single frame from two different video summaries for
the Transitway2 sequence. (a) Overlapping trajectories and no
timestamps. (b) No overlapping trajectories and timestamps.

as uniform sampling (UniSamp), non-activity skipping
(NAS), and uniform sampling with non-activity skipping
(UniSamp-NAS). UniSamp simply keeps every N th frame
and for our experiments we set N = 10. NAS skips all
frames without any activity pixels to summarize. We deter-
mined which frames contain activity pixels using the ground
truth binary masks of each sequence. UniSamp-NAS takes
the result of NAS as the input for UniSamp effectively com-
bining both approaches. It should be noted that for all se-
quences UniSamp, with N = 10, results in CR = 0.9
and AR = 0.1 whereas NAS results in a variable CR
whilst having AR = 1.0. UniSamp-NAS would thus yield
CR ≥ 0.9 with AR = 0.1. The AR and CR values were
computed for several variants of our approach and visual-
ized together with the AR and CR values for the fast for-
warding methods in Fig. 6 as an AR-CR plot. The com-
plete numerical evaluation results can be found in the ac-
companying supplementary material. For the rest of this
section we refer to the sequences by their ID defined in Ta-
ble 1.

From Fig. 6 we can see that in order for any video sum-
mary to be more effective than traditional fast-forwarding
methods it must haveAR and CR values that place it above

the blue line defined by the NAS and UniSamp-NAS meth-
ods. If a summary is positioned below the blue line, then
that means we can select the closest point on the blue line
to obtain a variant of UniSamp-NAS which can produce a
summary that improves upon theAR and/orCR. Using this
observation we found that summaries which placed above
and further away from the blue line were often most effec-
tive.

Accelerating trajectories for moving objects had negli-
gible effects for sequences B, D and E as the objects all
moved at roughly the same speed while sequence A and
C had noticeable differences. Since sequence C also has a
static object, three different summaries where produced: no
acceleration, static object acceleration only and static ob-
ject plus active object acceleration. Allowing overlaps had
no effect on sequence C since all object trajectories which
cross the static object were merged during the building of
the spatio-temporal trajectories.

For all sequences, we achieved an AR > 0.97 when tra-
jectories were not allowed to overlap and no trajectory ac-
celeration was performed (green squares in Fig. 6). When
compared to UniSamp, our method results in a large in-
crease in AR and was able to achieve a CR > 0.7 for all
sequences except for C which had a CR ≈ 0.01 since the
static object was visible for almost the entire duration of the
sequence. If we allow acceleration of the static object, the
CR jumps to ≈ 0.59 while AR drops to ≈ 0.58 (magenta
square in Fig. 6). Since we only accelerate the static object
when no other objects are visible, there was very little visual
difference in terms of missing activity. If we further allow
the active objects crossing the static object to be accelerated
we achieved a CR ≈ 0.86 and an AR ≈ 0.2 (magenta di-
amond in Fig. 6). Despite the large drop in AR, there was
little visual difference.

Increasing CR through overlapping trajectories can re-
sult in a large drop in AR which can increase the difficulty
of interpretation (see Fig 5). This was especially noticeable
in the sequences with vehicles since all of them move along
the direction of the road, only at different times. Thus by
overlapping several trajectories, the result was a summary
that had several or all vehicle trajectories played on top of
each other at the same time. For example in sequences D
and E, allowing trajectories to overlap effectively reduces
the summary to the UniSamp-NAS in terms ofAR-CR per-
formance (see Fig. 6) with the additional difficulty in com-
prehension (see Fig. 5). Compare this to sequence B where
allowing overlap increases the CR with a very minor drop
in AR which is a much more acceptable trade off.

From the AD metric, and observations of the content
in the original video sequences and summaries, we found
that summaries which allowed overlapping trajectories had
a significant increase in AD relative to the AD of the origi-
nal video. A large increase implies that more activity pixels



Figure 6. An AR-CR plot for each sequence. A blue line is drawn between the NAS and UniSamp-NAS methods which represents the
different summaries, and where they would fall in the AR-CR plot, that could be produced by varying the N parameter for UniSamp-NAS.

Sequence Name
True Positives (TP) False positives (FP) True negatives (TN) False negatives (FN)
GT Ours GT Ours GT Ours GT Ours

Cesta4 2.412 2.395 0.000 4.114 97.588 93.474 0.000 0.017
Building 0.118 0.116 0.000 0.314 99.882 99.568 0.000 0.002
BuildingStatic 0.395 0.385 0.000 2.289 99.605 97.319 0.000 0.009
Transitway1 2.061 2.015 0.000 2.645 97.939 95.294 0.000 0.046
Transitway2 2.216 2.183 0.000 2.762 97.784 95.022 0.000 0.033

Table 2. True/false positives and negatives represented as a percentage of the total pixels in each sequence for the ground truth (GT) and
our spatio-temporal trajectory building method.

were packed per frame and thus the amount of overlaps that
occurred must be proportional to the amount of additional
AD. For example in sequence E we saw an increase in AD
from 0.08 to 0.17 when trajectories overlap. The results of
the additional 0.09 of AD, which is more than the AD of
the summarized video without overlaps, can be seen in Fig.
5a. Since all of the vehicle trajectories overlap each other,
the summary is difficult to comprehend. The issues in Fig.
5a are even more pronounced in sequence D where we ob-
served an AD increase of over 0.50 when trajectories were
allowed to overlap.

5.3. Spatio-temporal trajectory building perfor-
mance evaluation

To measure the performance of our spatio-temporal tra-
jectory building method (Section 3.1) we examined the
number of pixels which were true positives (TP), false posi-
tives (FP), true negatives (TN) and false negatives (FN) with
respect to the ground truth binary masks of each video se-
quence. TP are pixels which are labelled as activity pixels
by both our trajectories and ground truth while FP are ac-
tivity pixels in our trajectories but not in the ground truth.
TN and FN are defined similarly for pixels which are not
labelled as activity pixels by our trajectories. Our method
for building spatio-temporal trajectories was able to retain
97% of all ground truth activity pixels. Table 2 summarizes
the results of this evaluation.

While ideally the spatio-temporal trajectories would be
exact same as the ground truth, in the case of video synop-

sis it is more important that the FN are minimized as they
will not be included in the final video summary. This means
that the greater the amount of FN, the lower the activity
retained which leads to an increased difficulty in compre-
hension as portions of the objects will be missing in the
spatio-temporal trajectories. From Table 2 we can see that
our method produces under 4.2% FP and 0.05% FN for
any given sequence in our dataset. Thus while our spatio-
temporal trajectory building method does produce a larger
amount of FP, it also produces very little FN and as a result
it is rare to see a partial object or broken trajectories in our
video summaries.

6. Conclusion
In this paper we have detailed an approach for video

summarization based on the frame re-composition strategy.
We have provided an object tracker designed for video sum-
marization which, in our experiments, can extract spatio-
temporal trajectories retaining upwards of 97% of the activ-
ity in the original video. Additionally we provide a bench-
marking dataset, complete with manually constructed bi-
nary masks, for video summarization along with proposed
evaluation metrics to quantify the performance of a sum-
marized video in terms of compression rate (CR), activity
recall (AR) and activity density (AD). Our proposed strat-
egy is benchmarked against standard fast forwarding meth-
ods using our dataset and we found that our summarization
algorithm out performs these methods by offering a good
compromise between compression rate and activity recall.
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